Introduction
============

Important properties for the discovery or design of novel functional materials are often either correlated or conflicting. If some materials are plotted in the space that is spanned by their various properties (property space), a distribution trend can be observed. For instance, the organic molecules as a function of excited states and their oscillator strengths are represented by a Gaussian distribution with a peak near 250 nm.[@cit1] However, materials chemists make efforts to develop out-of-trend materials. As an example from recent research on functional organic molecules, molecules that show thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) have received much attention as promising materials with drastically improved emission yields.[@cit2] Commonly, for TADF molecules, it is necessary that the singlet excited state is close in energy to a triplet state. To achieve this, many chemists try to design molecules with minimal overlap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), but this tends to result in low emission efficiencies. Similarly, photosensitizing molecules that efficiently absorb long-wavelength light are necessary for solar cells.[@cit3] However, the absorption of long-wavelength light results in a low molar absorption coefficient. Molecules that act as UV filters[@cit4] require the absorption of light with short wavelengths, which also results in low molar absorption coefficient. In such cases, chemists typically attempt to develop optimum materials that satisfy these conflicting demands without any information about the distribution profiles of the molecules in the property space.

Recently, machine-learning-based (ML-based) exploration algorithms have been investigated to optimize the materials properties. As a notable example, Gómez-Bombarelli *et al.*[@cit5] have succeeded in identifying promising novel organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) from 1.6 million molecules by combining density functional theory (DFT)[@cit6] simulation and ML with chemical knowledge. Among ML-based exploration approaches, efficient material searches based on black-box optimization,[@cit7] which is a problem that finds the maximum of an unknown (black-box) function with a limited number of evaluations, such as Bayesian optimization have been applied in various fields, and many successful examples have been reported.[@cit8]--[@cit13] Drug-like molecule generation methods combining deep learning and Bayesian optimization have also been proposed.[@cit14]--[@cit16] However, black-box optimization generally requires an appropriate optimization target (objective) in advance. Unfortunately, the optimal objective is not always obvious, especially when optimizing multiple properties simultaneously (so-called multi-objective problem).[@cit11],[@cit17]--[@cit19] In contrast, objective-free methods such as random goal exploration (RGE) have been proposed to search for out-of-trend materials or conditions without any explicit optimization targets.[@cit20],[@cit21] For example, in RGE, the target properties are randomly selected in the predetermined region of the property space. Then, RGE recommends the candidate material whose properties, as predicted by ML models, are closest to the target point and then repeats this procedure to find out-of-trend materials. Recently, the discovery of a new protocell droplet phenomenon has been reported using a combination of RGE and robotics.[@cit22] However, such objective-free methods require a boundary in the property space, and search beyond the boundary is basically not assumed. Thus, if out-of-trend materials exist outside the expected boundary, we will miss an opportunity to find innovative materials.

Here, to address the above issues, we propose a BoundLess Objective-free eXploration method, called BLOX. BLOX repeatedly recommends out-of-trend materials that lie around the edge of a distribution boundlessly, as follows. First, an ML-based model is built to predict the property values based on various materials for which current data on calculated or measured properties is available. For the predicted locations of candidate materials without true properties in the property space, BLOX selects the most deviated material with the criterion of "similarity" to the uniform distribution. That is, if the predicted properties of a candidate material deviate from the distribution of the current data, the entire distribution is scattered and consequently approaches the uniform distribution. For these calculations, BLOX employs Stein discrepancy,[@cit23],[@cit24] which can boundlessly evaluate a kind of distance (similarity) between any two distributions in any dimensional space. For the recommended most deviated material, its properties are measured through experiments or simulations. By repeating these recommendations and measurements, BLOX realizes an efficient exploration that expands the limit of the distribution in the property space boundlessly.

To demonstrate the performance of BLOX, we searched for effective light-absorbing molecules (that is, chemical compounds that absorb light with high intensity) from the drug candidate database ZINC,[@cit25] which has not previously been investigated as a molecular database for determining photochemical properties through calculations and experiments. To evaluate the performance of BLOX, we have also carried out a search based on random sampling, which randomly selects molecules with the fixed number among the prepared dataset of candidate molecules. We succeeded in finding out-of-trends molecules using a small number of trials based on BLOX and DFT calculations more effectively than random sampling. Furthermore, we selected eight of the out-of-trend molecules obtained by BLOX for experimental verification and confirmed that their absorption wavelengths and intensities were almost consistent with the computational results. This demonstration suggests that BLOX has potential as a tool for discovering outstanding materials.

Method
======

BLOX
----

We show an overview of BLOX in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Our implementation of BLOX is available at ; <http://github.com/tsudalab/BLOX>. In BLOX, after the initial preparation step (Step 1), the search is performed by repeating the following three steps: the construction of a property prediction model (Step 2), the selection of a candidate using the Stein novelty score based on Stein discrepancy (Step 3), and the evaluation of the selected candidate by experiment or simulation (Step 4). The details of each step are as follows.

![Overview of BoundLess Objective-free eXploration (BLOX). After initialization (Step 1), the search is performed by repeating Steps 2--4. Qualitative timing of completion of each step is described in parentheses.](d0sc00982b-f1){#fig1}

In Step 1, a dataset of samples (materials/molecules) are chosen for searching and objective properties are determined. Two or more objective properties can be set. Here, there is no need to design an appropriate evaluation function and set a search region (boundary). A small amount of property data obtained from experiments or simulations is needed because BLOX uses ML to predict properties. Previously measured property data can be used, if available. If no property data is available, experiments or simulations must be conducted for a small number of randomly selected candidates. As a demonstration, in this study, we employed the ZINC database and selected 100 000 commercially available molecules with small ZINC indexes from ZINC000000000007 to ZINC000002386999 as a candidate molecules database. We used the absorption wavelength for the first singlet excited (S~1~) state and its oscillator strength (as an alternative to the experimental intensity) as objective properties to find molecules. For the initial sampling, we selected 10 molecules randomly and calculated the values of their objective properties using DFT. The computational details are given in Step 4.

In Step 2, an ML-based prediction model is built for the objective properties based on the already evaluated materials and their property data. Any method that can predict the desired properties of materials can be used. In our demonstration, as a simple example, we built two models for predicting the absorption wavelength and intensity using the Morgan fingerprint,[@cit26] which is widely used in chemoinformatics, and classical ML methods. For each molecule, we calculated its fingerprint, which is a 2048-dimensional vector consisting of values of 0 and 1, using RDKit.[@cit27] We normalized the calculated fingerprints and property values. For the training dataset (pairs of fingerprints and property values for already evaluated molecules), we train two prediction models using standard ML techniques, namely, Lasso regression,[@cit28] Ridge regression,[@cit29] support vector regression (SVR),[@cit30] random forest (RF),[@cit31] and neural network (NN). A first-degree polynomial function is employed as the basis function of Lasso and Ridge regression. Although it has been reported that NN-based methods such as Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs)[@cit32] are superior in predicting chemical/physical properties of molecules,[@cit33]--[@cit40] such NN-based methods, particularly deep NN-based models, generally require large dataset to be effective. In BLOX, it is required to train the prediction model with a very small dataset, especially at the beginning of the search. Therefore, in this study, we mainly used conventional ML methods. In this study, as the NN model, we utilized a multilayer perceptron used in the previous studies.[@cit33],[@cit34] The network has three hidden layers and the number of neurons in each layer is 500, 500, and 100. We used the scikit-learn library[@cit41] to perform the above calculations.

In Step 3, a candidate is selected for evaluation in Step 4 based on Stein discrepancy.[@cit23],[@cit24] First, for unchecked materials in the database, we predict their properties (open triangles in Step 3, [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) using the prediction models developed in Step 2. Most of the predicted points are expected to be distributed around some trends. However, the trends are generally undefined. Next, we select the most deviated candidate (triangle surrounded by the red circle in Step 3, [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) using Stein discrepancy (see the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} for computational details of Stein discrepancy). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the concept of Stein novelty (SN), which is our introduced index to select a next candidate, based on Stein discrepancy and the observed distribution. We can quantify the discrepancy SD(*V*) between the observed distribution *V* ([Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and the uniform distribution *U* ([Fig. 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) using Stein discrepancy. Here, we evaluate the Stein discrepancies when a new point (predicted unchecked candidate) denoted by *p* is added to the observed distribution, as in [Fig. 2c and d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. If the new point deviates more from the observed distribution, as in [Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, its discrepancy is smaller. Then, we introduce SN to measure the degree of deviation, as given in the following equation:where *p* is a predicted unchecked point by ML (see the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} for computational details of the SN). As the SN increases, the deviation grows. [Fig. 2e](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the visualized SN distribution for the observed distribution *V*. In this step, we select the candidate with largest SN.

![Stein discrepancy and novelty for the selection of the next candidate in Step 3 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). First, the discrepancy between the observed distribution *V* in (a) and the uniform distribution *U* in (b) is calculated using Stein discrepancy (SD(*V*)). When a new point (a mapped unchecked candidate) is added (blue triangle in (c) or red triangle in (d)), we can evaluate which distribution is more similar to the uniform distribution using Stein discrepancy. In this case, the distribution in (c) is more similar to the uniform distribution, that is, the deviation of the blue triangle from the observed distribution is greater than the deviation of the red triangle. The Stein novelty is the score used to measure this deviation (see the details in the main text), and the visualized Stein novelty for the observed distribution in (a) is shown in (e).](d0sc00982b-f2){#fig2}

In Step 4, the candidate selected in Step 3 is evaluated by experiment or simulation. In the demonstration, for the selected molecule, we calculate the absorption wavelength for the S~1~ state and its oscillator strength using DFT, as follows. A three-dimensional structure is converted from the molecule in SMILES string with RDKit. After optimizing its conformational structure at the universal force field (UFF) level, we optimize it using DFT at the B3LYP/6-31G\* level. Then, we compute the absorption wavelength and the oscillator strength of the molecule using time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) at the same level. For the TD-DFT computation, the lowest ten excited states are computed. All DFT calculations were performed with the Gaussian 16 package.[@cit42] In this study, when a calculation failed in the middle, we stopped the computation and instead performed the calculation for the molecule with the second-highest SN score.

Absorption spectra
------------------

We experimentally measured the absorption wavelengths and intensities of the selected test molecules (Table S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Test molecules were used as received expect for molecule (ii). Molecule (ii) was purified with column chromatography on silica gel since it involved some impurities in ^1^H-NMR analysis. Absorption spectra in solution were recorded using a Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer. A quartz cell with 1 cm path length was used. Spectroscopic grade solvents, purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry (TCI) and Wako Pure Chemical Industries, were used as received. Solvatochromic effect and concentration dependencies are detailed in the ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} To exclude the influence of trace impurities, test molecules were analysed by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (see Table S3 and Fig. S23--S29[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). It is confirmed that absorption spectra of main fractions in HPLC were consistent with the absorption spectra shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. In addition, purity of test molecules were analyzed by HPLC. Note that molecule (i) was omitted in HPLC analysis due to the lack of measurable absorption spectrum. See ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} for experimental details of HPLC.

Characterization of test molecules
----------------------------------

Test molecules were characterized by ^1^H-NMR spectrometry (Fig. S5--S12[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and high resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS, Table S2, Fig. S16--S22[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). ^1^H-NMR spectra were obtained using an AL300 BX spectrometer (JEOL, 300 MHz). HRMS was recorded on a Bruker TIMS-TOF spectrometer with samples dissolved in 1 : 1 acetonitrile : methanol (0.1 mg mL^--1^).

Results and discussion
======================

We performed a BLOX trial using RF-based prediction models to find out-of-trend molecules from the ZINC database using the absorption wavelength and intensity as objective properties. The orange points in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} indicate the molecules (samples) found by BLOX sampling in the property space consisting of the absorption wavelength for the S~1~ state and its oscillator strength (intensity) after 200 (A), 500 (B), and 2000 (C) samplings. To compare the performance of BLOX with RF, we also sampled molecules randomly from the database and evaluated their properties (blue triangles, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The distribution obtained by random sampling suggests the presence of the trend, that is, molecules whose absorption wavelength distributed in the range of 250--400 nm with high intensities. In comparison, BLOX with RF (orange points, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) successfully found out-of-trend molecules that have high intensities with shorter (\<250 nm) and longer (\>400 nm) absorption wavelengths. We picked molecules (i)--(viii) in [Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} as examples of out-of-trend molecules for further experimental verification by UV-vis absorption spectrum measurements, as discussed later.

![BLOX sampling results using the RF-based prediction model (orange) and random sampling (blue) with 200 (A), 500 (B), and 2000 (C) samplings. With 200 samplings (A), the random sampling only found molecules with an absorption wavelength of 200--500 nm and a relatively low intensity (\<0.8), whereas BLOX found many molecules with longer absorption wavelengths (\>500 nm) and higher intensities (\>1). With 2000 samplings (C), BLOX found molecules that greatly deviated from the trend in the property space as indicated by (i)--(viii).](d0sc00982b-f3){#fig3}

To investigate the effect of different prediction models on the search results, we also performed BLOX trials using the Lasso, Ridge, SVR, and NN models. The initial 10 molecules were the same in all the searches, including the random sampling. Fig. S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} shows the search results using Lasso ((a)--(c)), Ridge ((d)--(f)), SVR ((g)--(i)), and NN ((j)--(l)). [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} clearly show that the molecules found using the RF and SVR models are distributed over a wide range, *i.e.*, many out-of-trend molecules are found. To evaluate the difference between the prediction models quantitatively, we show the Stein discrepancy values as functions of the number of samplings in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. A Stein discrepancy value closer to 0 indicates a greater similarity between the observed distribution and the uniform distribution, *i.e.*, the obtained molecules are distributed more widely in the property space. The results in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} show that the Stein discrepancy values decrease immediately after the start of sampling in all samplings using BLOX except for NN, and that the Stein discrepancy values of the BLOX trials are significantly lower than those of the random sampling. In addition, the nonlinear prediction models (SVR and RF) have lower Stein discrepancy values than the Lasso and Ridge models. From [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, NN finally showed high performance after 2000 sampling, but it was comparable to random search when the number of sampling is small. Thus, it was quantitatively confirmed that the molecules searched using RF and SVR were distributed over a wide range in the property space.

![Quantitative evaluation of the degree of deviation in the property space using BLOX with various prediction models and random sampling. Each line shows the Stein discrepancy values as a function of the number of samplings. The closer the Stein discrepancy value is to 0, the closer the distribution is to the uniform sampling, *i.e.*, the obtained molecules are distributed more widely in the property space.](d0sc00982b-f4){#fig4}

We adopted some ML methods to build the prediction models. As references, the performance of the predictions with RF and NN for the absorption wavelength and intensity are evaluated in Fig. S2 and S3 in ESI.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} In RF, although the prediction accuracy in the demonstration was low when the number of evaluated data was small, this did not seem to cause fatal problems because the BLOX trials successfully found out-of-trend molecules more effectively than the random sampling, even with a small number of samplings, as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, the prediction accuracy of BLOX can be enhanced by increasing the amount of sample data. When the number of sampled molecules increases, the prediction accuracy is improved, as shown in Fig. S2C and F.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Recently, property prediction methods using various ML methods, including deep-learning techniques, have been proposed.[@cit32],[@cit37],[@cit38],[@cit43]--[@cit50] As stated in the method section, although NN-based, particularly deep-learning-based, prediction models are known to have high accuracy, they are not always practical because the amount of data is limited and training time is required for each sampling in BLOX. In fact, from the prediction performances of the NN model as shown in Fig. S3,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} we can see that the prediction accuracy is low when the number of training data is small, such as Fig. S3A, B, D and E,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} whereas the accuracy improves with the increase of the number of training data, such as Fig. S3C and F.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Due to this low accuracy, out-of-trend molecules are not found at the beginning of search. Thus, it is important to use an appropriate ML technique so that the prediction accuracy is not too bad.

As another approach to increase the accuracy of the prediction model, Proppe *et al.* have proposed a strategy to select dissimilar molecules to use as a training dataset by combining Gaussian process and active learning to build an accurate prediction model of dispersion correction parameter in DFT calculations.[@cit51] Although their method has a different objective from BLOX, in the future, incorporating their method may improve the exploration performance of BLOX by enhancing the accuracy of the prediction model.

In addition, the framework of BLOX is applicable for other materials, if properties can be predicted to some extent using an ML-based model from materials descriptors. For example, in solid materials, the magpie descriptor has been reported for predicting physical properties such as superconducting temperature and bandgap.[@cit52],[@cit53] Also, in solid-state materials community, various types of descriptors for composition and structure of atoms have been prepared, and using some tools,[@cit54]--[@cit56] we can easily obtain these descriptors using libraries like RDKit.[@cit27] For actual application of BLOX to other materials, it is required to select both an appropriate prediction model and a descriptor that match the dataset and target properties with taking a balance between the prediction accuracy and training time.

The time required for the BLOX search consists of three components: the time to train the ML-based prediction model (training time), the time to select the next candidates based on the SN (selection time), and the time to evaluate the selected candidate through experiments or simulations (evaluation time). The appropriate allocation of these computational times depends on the size of the database, the prediction model used, and the cost of the experiments or simulations. The training and selection times required in this study on a 12 core (Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPU) server are shown in Fig. S4.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Although the calculation time tended to increase with an increase in the amount of observed data, the calculation was completed in a few tens of seconds to ∼2 min. The average simulation time on the same server was 29.74 min per molecule. Therefore, in this study, the training time for the ML-based prediction models and the selection time were sufficiently short in comparison with the evaluation time.

In this study, we used 100 000 molecules in the ZINC dataset as an exploration demonstration. However, BLOX is applicable to a larger dataset because only the selection time increases when searching in a larger dataset. As shown in Fig. S4,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} the selection time is much shorter than for experiments and detailed simulations, and these predictions and Stein novelty calculations for each material candidate in a dataset can be performed independently. This indicates that the selection time will only increase linearly with respect to the increase of the dataset size. In addition, because of the independence, the selection can be further accelerated by using more CPUs, while 12 CPUs were used in this study. Therefore, there is nothing to hinder our method from applying to a larger dataset. Furthermore, to explore an open chemical space beyond the finite dataset, the combination of BLOX and de novo molecule generation methods[@cit15],[@cit57]--[@cit61] can be a promising approach. Most of these generation methods to generate molecules with target properties by sequentially evaluating the properties (scores) of the generated molecules. Here, using the BLOX framework (especially Step 2 and Step 3 in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), we can evaluate the degree (scores) of deviation (out-of-trend) for generated de novo molecules. The BLOX framework would be extended to be truly boundless by combining such an evaluation strategy and de novo molecule generation.

We successfully demonstrated the effectiveness of BLOX using the example of light absorption for molecules described at the DFT level. Hereafter, we discuss the validity from the experimental viewpoint considering the error of DFT. Each of the selected molecules ((i)--(viii) in [Fig. 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) is shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} along with its dominant electronic transition to the S~1~ state calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G\* level. The S~1~ state of each molecule is attributed to a HOMO--LUMO single electron transition. The excitation of (i) is attributed to σ--σ\* excitation, as reflected by the high energy of the excitation (133.5 nm). For (ii)--(viii), the S~1~ excited states are attributed to π--π\* excitation. In particular, the S~1~ states of (ii)--(iv) induce bond alternation (double bonds in the S~0~ state becomes single bonds in the S~1~ state). Hence, the oscillator strength is strong because the overlap between the HOMO and the LUMO is large. However, (v)--(viii) absorb light at wavelengths longer than 500 nm, indicating that the S~1~ states have charge-transfer properties. Thus, the overlap between the HOMO and the LUMO of each of these molecules is small, as reflected by their low oscillator strengths.

![Dominant electronic transition (given as a percentage) to the first excited (S~1~) state of selected molecules (i)--(viii) found by BLOX as calculated by quantum chemical calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G\* level. All the S~1~ states are attributed to a HOMO--LUMO single electron transition. *f* and *λ* are the oscillator strength and the wavelength, respectively.](d0sc00982b-f5){#fig5}

We validated the calculated absorption properties of (i)--(viii) using UV-vis absorption spectra measurements, as shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} along with images of the solutions (see Fig. S13 and S14[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} for UV-vis absorption spectra at other concentrations and in other solvents, respectively). The solutions of (i)--(iii), which absorb light at wavelengths shorter than 300 nm, are transparent and colorless, whereas those of (iv)--(viii), which absorb light at wavelengths longer than 400 nm, are colored. We could not record the absorbance of molecule (i) in any available solvent. As mentioned previously, the S~1~ states of (v)--(viii) have charge-transfer properties, which results in a computational underestimation of the S~1~ energy,[@cit62] as reflected in [Fig. 6(v)--(viii)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. However, the absorption spectra of (ii)--(viii) indicate that the experimental absorption peaks nearly correspond to the calculated S~1~ energies (broken red lines in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Concerning the intensity, the lowest energy absorption bands of (iii) and (iv) show high molar absorption coefficients on the order of 0.4 × 10^5^ mol^--1^ L cm^--1^, whereas those of the other molecules are at least 0.4 × 10^4^ mol^--1^ L cm^--1^. The molar absorption coefficients observed for (ii)--(viii) correlate well with the calculated oscillator strengths, as shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Therefore, the BLOX framework can find plausible molecules despite the evaluation being performed at the DFT level.

![Experimental UV-vis absorption spectra (molar absorption coefficient (*ε*)) in acetonitrile for (i) and (ii), in dichloromethane (DCM) for (iii)--(v), (vii), (viii), and in tetrahydrofuran (THF) for (vi). Note that the displayed absorption spectra were obtained by subtracting the spectrum of the solvent (blank) from the recorded spectrum, except where the solvent absorbance was saturated (*ε* \> 2 × 10^4^ mol^--1^ L cm^--1^) in the low wavelength region. The S~1~ energies of molecules (i)--(viii) calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G\* level are shown as broken red lines. The inset photographs show the solutions of (i)--(viii).](d0sc00982b-f6){#fig6}

![Correlation between computational oscillator strength (*f*) for the first excited (S~1~) state and the experimental molar absorption coefficient (*ε*) of (ii)--(viii). Molecule (i) is omitted due to the lack of experimental data.](d0sc00982b-f7){#fig7}

Herein, we employed the ZINC database, which consists of drug candidates. For example, (i) (paraldehyde) is widely used as a sedative, hypnotic, and anticonvulsant.[@cit63],[@cit64] (vii) has been reported as one of the anticancer drug candidates.[@cit65] However, as (iv)--(viii) are colored molecules, they may also be useful as benign dyes, *e.g.*, for organic solar cells. Furthermore, (i) and (ii) may be useful as harmless UV filters that block strong light (at short wavelength). In a similar attempt, the repurposing of deoxyribonucleic acid topoisomerase inhibitors as organic semiconductors has also been reported.[@cit66] The results of our demonstration suggest that BLOX has the potential to accelerate the discovery of new materials by using databases collected for one purpose in other unintended fields.

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, we proposed a novel search method (BoundLess Objective-free eXploration; BLOX) for the effective discovery of out-of-trend materials from a dataset based on Stein discrepancy. Notably, BLOX does not require any information about the distribution of the materials in the property space as input. To demonstrate the utility of this method, we applied BLOX combined with DFT-based simulations to find light-absorbing molecules with high molar absorption coefficients in a database of drug candidates. BLOX showed better performances to find out-of-trend molecules, compared to random sampling. Furthermore, it was experimentally confirmed that the discovered compounds absorbed at the expected wavelengths. We believe that this method will be useful for finding unexpected and out-of-trend materials that have the potential to push their property limits by developing derivatives.
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